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As a speaker, Colleen Slaughter engages the audience with her natural talents for motivating 
people and planting the desire for positive change within themselves. Many clients say that 
Colleen very easy to relate to and that they are better able to get in touch with their true selves as 
a result of the safe space Colleen creates in her programs and coaching relationships.  

Using the unique experience Colleen gained working abroad in a variety of cultures, Colleen 
helps individuals from a diverse range of backgrounds achieve lasting transformation at a deeper 
level. Colleen shows them how to move toward real change through a clear understanding of 
their goals and by aligning their actions and behaviors with their core values.

Many assume Colleen was raised in a well-to-do family and groomed for an international life. 
Instead, she grew up in a single-parent, low income household in Kentucky. The life she ended up 
creating was through intention, perseverance and her willingness to take bold action.

She moved to Paris at the age of 21 – hardly speaking the language -and with no money in her 
pocket. She stayed for 13 years and built a life about which she had at one time thought was only 
possible in her dreams. Formerly a secretary, she was accepted to a globally top-ranked bilingual 
MBA program. She continued taking bold actions – landing two global consulting positions. 
Others took notice – and Colleen gradually found herself in a rewarding new role - mentoring 
other leaders who were ready to create bold transformation in their personal and professional 
lives.

Colleen’s dynamic experience makes her stand out among the rest. Her international focus allows 
her to serve the widely developing market of leaders who are making their way around the world.  

"Leaders are people who normally declare possible what other people do not.
This is precisely what makes them leaders.”  
- Rafael Echev erria, Ph.D.    



Colleen’s expertise has been honored with notable accolades, including a graduate business degree (MBA) from the 
globally top-ranked HEC Paris, the New�eld Certi�ed Coach (NCC) distinction, and the Professional Certi�ed Coach 
(PCC) designation from the International Coach Federation (ICF). 

She is certi�ed to use and interpret the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI TM) and the TILT 365® Positive In�uence 
Predictor. She is a Registered Yoga Teacher (RYT-200) and has been a volunteer Coach with Dress for success ICF 
Community Coach Outreach (CCO).   

If she could be granted a superpower, it would be to vanish people’s feelings of self-doubt and unworthiness.  She 
would replace these needless fears with the deep understanding of how much they, and what they envision for 
themselves, matter and with the knowledge of just how powerful they really are. 

Some of Colleen’s most widely received talks include “Gaining a Seat at the Table: Increasing Your visibility and 
In�uence” ”The Six Emotions that Shape Leaders” and “Identifying Your Leadership Style.”   Please contact her at 
colleen@boldermoves.com for more information.

"Colleen spoke at the Women in Business (WIB) luncheon in 
Wilmington, NC. Her talk, "Gaining a Seat at the Table: Expanding your 
Visibility and In�uence" was well received and a great addition to our 
speaker series. She comes highly recommended."

"Colleen gave a terri�c presentation to a group of HR executives on doing 
business internationally. She is a well-prepared, persuasive speaker and 
has a solid understanding of international cultural issues."

"Thank you for an amazing session on the ‘Six Emotions That Shape 
Leaders’. I was most impressed with your presentation skills as well as the 
message. I have surely learnt a lot & know these new skills will be a bigger 
help in the near future. For once, I was able to stay focused and walk away 
with the most important lessons for the corporate world."

“
“

LAURA EDGERTON

JENNA CURRY
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"We were delighted with Colleen’s presentation ‘Setting Boundaries to Spring 
Forward: the Role of Balance in Your Professional Success’. Not only did 
Colleen put forward an innovative approach to ful�llment and productivity, 
but her presentation also engendered a very lively and engaging discussion 
among all of the participants. We learned a lot and enjoyed ourselves at the 
same time. Colleen comes with our high recommendation!"

“YAKESH KHANNA

“DAWN GOUR

"I was very impressed with Colleen’s presentation on ‘The Six Emotions of 
E�ective Leaders’ I recently attended. What a fresh and insightful perspective 
for the type of ‘new thought’ that is in great need for the corporate arena. I 
highly recommend her as a coach and a speaker. Well done!" “ANNE MARIE BASS


